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"Fans have responded very well to the hyper-realism and authenticity of FIFA 18, but we want to take it to another level this year by bringing a real physical dimension to the game," said David Rutter, FIFA Lead Producer. “The
performance of the new engine delivers the level of detail and physics that game fans have come to expect, and at the same time delivers a level of intelligence and understanding that makes it feel very alive. This is the start of a
new era for FIFA on consoles." Football fans can experience the HyperMotion Technology immediately through online modes where users can create a single player or a small team of their own and test their players' ability to
reproduce the intensity and emotions of a match. Online creators will also have the opportunity to build their own stadium experiences or create goal celebrations, allowing players the chance to hone their own individual skills and
highlight personal improvements. Cards for the legendary players of the football world, including Cristiano Ronaldo, Lionel Messi, Ronaldo Nazário and Pele, have been redesigned in FIFA 22 for a more precise, authentic and visuallyimpactful experience. Players' unique kit and iconic celebrations will also be reflected in the game's in-game animation engine for a more detailed and more meaningful representation of players' individual play styles. FIFA 22 also
brings new ways to capture and share moments from matches, with the all-new FreestyleTV mode which will be available for the first time in the FIFA franchise, allowing fans to play a new type of game where they can control the
camera and shape their own unique gameplay experience. Take on live league matches with the ultimate on-pitch intelligence by using the new ball mechanics which make players smarter and more reactive when tackling and
manipulating the ball on the pitch. FreestyleTV enables users to recreate and share highlights in an entirely new way and the new in-game TV (Widescreen) brings a crisper and more dynamic presentation of your game to the big
screen. FIFA 22 is set for release worldwide on September 29th on PlayStation 4, Xbox One, and PC. A complete edition of FIFA 22 is available for PC players today at where they can download the game and enjoy exclusive offers
with bonus content at launch. For all the latest news, information and features on FIFA 22 visit www.ea.com/fifa or connect with EA SPORTS FIFA on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram

Fifa 22 Features Key:
Live in the World with Beautiful, True-to-Life Graphics.
Be the only Ultimate Team player in the world to master spectacular moves, like drift, slide tackles, take-ons and overhead volleys.
Play First-Party “One-on-One” Matches with Friends on PS4.
Enjoy a refreshed FIFA Ultimate Team game with the return of the Champions League featuring hundreds of players and formations from all over the world.

PROMINENT FEATURES
Live in the World with Beautiful, True-to-Life Graphics.
Master spectacular moves like drift, slide tackles, take-ons and overhead volleys.
Play First-Party “One-on-One” Matches with Friends on PS4.
Enjoy a refreshed FIFA Ultimate Team game with the return of the Champions League featuring hundreds of players and formations from all over the world.
Be the only Ultimate Team player in the world to master spectacular moves, like drift, slide tackles, take-ons and overhead volleys.
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FIFA is a football management simulation game. The gameplay is inspired by real-world management. The core game features a single player mode as well as local and online multiplayer (up to 32 players) via EA’s all-new Origin
service and PlayStation Network. The Story of FIFA 15 Unforgettable Championships, Dramatic Wins, Winning Moments and Epic Defeats. FIFA 15 introduces an all-new story campaign with a new playable character, the Brazilian
Ronaldo. Story Mode Set in the year of 1966, The Six-Packs story follows the Football Association’s decision to change its rules, launching a new era of football. Epic Championships Follow a magnificent story of championship wins,
epic defeats and dramatic wins with a large cast of characters as you guide your favorite English, Scottish and Irish clubs through the 1966 championship season. New Rules, New Attitudes Based on the new FIFA game engine, FIFA
15 goes deeper than ever before into the best of the best of the sport as new rules are tested, new philosophies are applied and the game becomes more technical than ever before. Football’s New Era Maintain your club in FIFA’s
new era with a wide variety of more than 600 new kits, as well as an all-new broadcasting presentation and a Football Life feature that introduces a whole new experience to the beloved FUT Champions feature. A New Generation of
Footballers FIFA 15 introduces a new generation of footballers, featuring players from all corners of the world and their individual skills that make football come alive. New Ways to Play and New Places to Play FIFA 15 introduces an
all-new game engine that makes the game faster, more responsive and responsive. It also introduces new modes like The Journey, Career, Ultimate Team, The Squads and FIFA Ultimate Team. Mixed Game Modes For the first time
ever, FIFA 15 introduces four new game modes to FIFA Ultimate Team – packs, matches, leagues and holidays – plus the long-awaited return of the Community Cup and Seasonal Events. Offline and Online Multiplayer Play with up to
32 players, alone or together via Origin or PlayStation Network. Plus, you can now take on the entire world as you battle in online play against players from around the world, with revolutionary new gameplay options. Full of Choice
Utilizing Xbox One and PS4, FIFA 15 bc9d6d6daa
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【FUT 22】FIFA Ultimate Team also comes to the PlayStation 4 with improved gameplay, new rewards, and more ways to play. Players can now transfer line-ups (or entire sides) to create completely new line-ups, creating new storyline outcomes in matches. In Career Mode, players can choose to focus on improving their attributes or their Team Rating. In Pro Clubs, players will now be able to sign up to 20 players at once. Players can now submit squads to EA,
where a select group of FIFA community experts will choose the best squads to submit. Fans will also have the ability to create and share customised tifos to celebrate goals, substitutions, and moments throughout a match. Skills –
This new feature allows players to focus on any particular area of the game for continuous improvement. Before the game, players can set their needs and progress their skills in high, medium, and low priority levels, plus choose
from a variety of different practice drills. Different activities include up to five minutes of challenges and training drills and one minute of dedicated, focused challenges. Made in Brazil - The importance of developing a world-class
FIFA mobile game has been underscored by the Brazilian-centric localisation of FIFA Mobile Brazil. Players will be able to train at iconic stadiums in Rio de Janeiro, be taught how to dribble and throw the furtive pass, and compete in
local tournaments.Brazilian-branded cards and characters will also be made available to help players get to grips with the different ways football is played in the south-American country. Some content will be made available in
English, making Brazil FIFA Mobile’s first authentic English-language experience. PRO Clubs – An overhauled version of Pro Clubs brings new experience to management and featuring. Players can now establish their own academy,
competing for the best player talent in Brazil and across the globe. Additionally, players can now team up with other clubs from around the world and win a league for the first time. Players can also now establish all-new functional
kits that will help them define themselves both on and off the pitch. Furthermore, players can now design their own visual and technical kits for every player position. Career Mode - Players will have the ability to fast-forward and
rewind matches or choose from previous footage on their quest to become the best. As players progress through a career, they’ll be able to manage their own contract and negotiate new contract extensions or release on a player.
Players will be

What's new in Fifa 22:
New Pro Clubs! Create your own Pro club or form your own community and propose new Pro clubs for the Community Draft.
New Team Management! Create your own Team at FIFA>18 Online Team Editor – manage your team and sign players on the fly. Play 2on2 and 5on5 in all new 5 minute
game modes.
Total Team Theming! Choose an army of iconic players for your team and play a variety of modes to become the all-conquering team you always wished for. Create the
ultimate stadium, form your perfect badge and play pure modes.
Huge Improvements to FIFA Ultimate Team! See who’s been added in the newest ULTIMATE additions like Adrian de Jong, Alan Smith, Javi Martinez, Joleon Lescott, James
Milner, John Terry, Roy Keane, Thomas Muller, and many more!
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The FIFA series is the world's leading soccer franchise. Based on the award-winning FIFA video game franchise and the most successful sports franchise in history, FIFA lets players experience the intensity
of real-world football action. What is Football? Football is one of the world's most popular sports, played by fans all over the world. This series is a celebration of that passion. What is FIFA World Tour? The
FIFA World Tour is the official worldwide franchise tour for real soccer matches. Hailed as the “ultimate sports experience,” each FIFA World Tour event features real-life teams and players, replicating the
physical challenges of the global game. Does this game only work on PS3? The last version of FIFA on PlayStation®3 was FIFA 20, released in August 2018. This is the first EA game in a number of years to
be powered by the Frostbite engine, which supports the kind of rich graphical and visual fidelity and physics that only a next-generation console can deliver. Is this the new version of the game? Yes, it is
the next generation of the game. EA SPORTS FIFA 22 features a host of enhancements and gameplay innovations. The Frostbite engine powers everything from the rich visual, realistic environments to the
authentic stadiums and physiques of real players and coaches. What is this new Frostbite engine? The Frostbite engine powers the photorealistic environments and players in FIFA 21, first introduced in
August 2014 on PlayStation®4. FIFA 20 now brings the same Frostbite engine to Xbox One and PlayStation®4, having revolutionised real-time gameplay, improved physics and AI, and unprecedented
graphics. The Frostbite engine powers FIFA Ultimate Team, where in-depth gameplay innovations and a vibrant community push the boundaries of what is possible on consoles. What is FIFA Ultimate Team
(FUT)? FUT is a growing community of fans. It offers a wealth of in-game items, including official kits, animations, logos, players and coaches. What is Frostbite engine? The Frostbite engine is an advanced
game development tool designed to help us develop the visual fidelity and physics of our games. We use the Frostbite engine to create top-tier games for all platforms. What does the Frostbite engine
offer? Frostbite offers the most realistic visuals on consoles, giving our games the look and feel of a
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System Requirements For Fifa 22:
Windows 7/8/10 Mac OS X 10.9.1/10.10 Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4200 CPU @ 2.50GHz or better Memory: 6 GB RAM Storage: 40 GB available space Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 470/AMD Radeon HD
6870/AMD Radeon HD 6970 with at least 2GB VRAM Network: Broadband Internet connection Sound: DirectX 9.0c compatible (HD Audio/DirectX compatible sound card)
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